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The Pro Grip slat is the solution to give both the sow and the piglets 
a perfect grip on a plastic slat. This makes it ideal for loose housing 
in the farrowing pen. But they can also be used in conventional 
farrowing pens, in preparation for future loose housing. 

The patented slat has wide high and low squares, which 

give the sow grip by preventing the paws to slip away. 

But it also gives the sow comfort when lying down. 

Embedded in the Pro Grip slat is our successful piglet 

profile, which gives the piglets their grip when they are 

suckling or playing. The droplet-shaped profile makes 

the slat very easy to clean.



Also available in fire classification Bfl-S1
Fire classification Bfl-S1 / EN ISO 11925-2:2010/AC:2011

Pro Grip slats can be combined with all of the other materials in the farrowing floor 
in preparation for conversion to a floor for loose sow housing.
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Extra strong
The extra strong, curved ribs and reinforced

slot-in system prevent the slat from bending, result:

• The solid surface gives the sow more confidence  

 to move

• Creates a safer environment for the piglets as the  

 sow has a better grip

• Durable, longer life for the slat

Added comfort
The rounded edges and lowered profile create:

• Optimal comfort when the sow and piglets lie down

• Reduced risk of pressure sores

Healthier animals
The uniform perforations and droplet shaped 

underside without corners and depressions prevents 

soil accumulating in the slat.

This ensures the floor is:

• Safe for the piglets’ small feet

• Easy to clean

• More resistant to bacteria

Safe and secure thanks to extra strong ribs

Seamless joints create better comfort

Hygienic finish


